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Subject Re: failure notice

From: Ryan Levesque (ryan@ebookit.com)

To: hcgdietmeltsfat@yahoo.com;

Date: Monday, November 28. 2011 10;30 AM

Hi Dee,
I did not see the file come through. Do you want to try to upload it again (be sure to leave the window open in your browser until the file has
completed finished uploading). Or you can fax it. Thanks.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Ryan Levesque, President
eBooklt.com - eBook Conversion, Publishing & Distribution
http://www.ebookit.com

Tel: 855-EBOOKIT (855-326-6548)

On Nov 28, 2011, at 9:35 AM, Dee Fish wrote:

Ryan,

Just uploaded it to your dropbox. File name is inchesand pounds 2.
Thanks,
Dee Fish

From: Ryan Levesque <ryan@ebookit.com>
To: Dee Fish <hcgdietmeltsfat@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2011 5:24 AM
Subject: Re; failure notice

You can go to eBookll.com, and use the "dropbox" link at the lOp ofthe site to upload the file to us. Or fax it to (440) 445-9300. Thanks.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Ryan Levesque, President
eBooklt.com - eBook Conversion, Publishing & Distribution
http://www.ebookit.com

Tel: 855-EBOOKIT (855-326-6548)

On Nov 28, 201 I, at 12;56 AM, Dee Fish wrote;

Ryan,

This has been returned undeliverable to you twice now. Do you have a fax number 1 can fax this to you?

----- Forwarded Message ----
From: "MAILER-DAEMON@yahoo.com" <MAILER-DAEMON@yahoo.com>
To: hcgdietmeltsfat@yahoo.com
Sent: Monday, November 28,2011 12:54 AM
Subject: failure notice

Hi. This is the qmail-send program at yahoo. com.
I'm afraid 1 wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses.
This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out

<ryan@ebookitcom>;
107.20.231.1 16 failed after! sent the message.
Remote host said; 552 5.2.3 Message exceeds maximum fixed size (25728640)

___Below this line is a copy of the message.

Return-Path; <hcgdietmeltsfat@yahoo.com>
Received; (qmail 9126 invoked by uid 1000); 28 Nov 201105;54;20 -0000
Received; (qmail 15463 invoked by uid 60001); 28 Nov 2011 05;54;14 -0000
mUM-Signature; v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxedlrelaxed; d=yahoo.com; s~sI024; (=1322459645;
bh=IJJZ8edy9SmMRwpsChqnt8BuWVRgubBBw+HVclwlu6E=; h=X- YMail_OSG;Received;X_Mailer;Message-ID;Date;From:Reply-
To:SubjectTo;MIME- Version;Content- Type;
1Y=g6s0FWa6DUem83ywuDnul OFniM35b7UjgqoqT J9Ie6x5T6guJDXS+jKq8/MHmo+rRXBhbOJvcgHrBN22c Vtloa2 l/vG07T8HBKRMI02JWlcrfe590A TwjN
DomainKey-Signature;a=rsa-shal; q~dns; c=nofws;

s=sI024; d=yahoo.com;
h=X- YMail_OSG;Received;X-Mailer;Message-ID;Date;From;Reply- To;SubjectTo;MIME- Version;Content- Type;
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Subject: Sonia Russell / Attachment 1

From: Dee Fish (hcgdietmeltsfat@yahoo.com)

To: ryan@ebookit.com;

Date: Monday, November 28, 2011 12:50 AM

Ryan,

Page 1 of 1

To give you a little bit of history. "The Best Diet You Have Never Heard Of' was created through Inches
and Pounds and was intended to be a book that would be sold through an infomercial. During the process the
partners changed the name they wanted to put on the book several times due to the diets controversy.
Initially it was to be called "The Best hCG Diet You Have Never Heard Of' Then it was decided we should
keep "hCG" out of the title. Then it was decided that it should be called "The Truth about Weight Loss" But
after thinking this over it was decided to stick with the original title and just take "hCG" out of the title.

Dean Yanello handled the copyright for the book. Application for the book was submitted on 08-16-2010.
This was handled through Larson & Larson, P.A. located in Largo Florida.

I have attached a project outline concerning the book regarding how the book was intended to be sold and
also highlighted how Inches and Pounds retains the sole copyright and ownership.! have also attached
and the copyright application. Please feel free to contact Larson and Larson, P.A. if needed.

I will need to send the second attachment with operating agreement of Inches and Pounds, LLC. in a
separate email. I tried to send both attachments in one email to you and it was sent back to me because your
server could not handle the size of the email. .

Sonia has also published a book with ebookit called "HCG Diet 800 Calorie Protocol" The content in this
book is almost exact to "The Best Diet You Have Never Heard Of' Sonia has no legal rights to use my
picture, my testimony or my material in this book. I have asked her to remove this and she refuses to do so.

Sonia and Dean have created a LLC out side of Inches and Pounds and are using material that they have no
legal right to use outside of the Inches and Pounds agreement. Dr. Larry Vickman and Dr.Connie Odom
MD are two partners in the company.

I have spoken to other partners in the company and we all are in agreement that Sonia and Dean are in
breach of contract and there are discussions in the works to take legal action.

You stated that your records showed that the copyright holders for this work were individual partners in the
company. This was misleading information presented to you by the applicant who requested it to be
published.

I thank you for your time.

Warm regards,

Dee Fish

(aka) Dawn Fish
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Subject: Sonia Russell

From: Dee Fish (hcgdietmeltsfat@yahoo.com)

To: ryan@ebookit.com;

Date: Monday, November 28, 2011 10:37 PM

Ryan,

Sonia had text me several times today being very abusive and threatning. She stated she was going to
remove all the books and re write new ones. Can you please tell me when the books are scheduled to be
removed? Including my cook book?
Warm regards,
Dee

1/4/2012
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Subject: RE: Sonia and Dean

From: Larry Vickman (Ivickman@att.net)

To: dee.fish@yahoo.com;

Date: Tuesday, November 29,2011 6:04 PM

Please call me at 813-404-5844. LV

From: Dee Fish [mailto:dee.fish@yahoo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 29,2011 5:12 PM
To: Ivickman@att.net; doccto@aol.com; steve.ritt@gmail.com
Subject: Sonia and Dean

I am writing to alert you of what is taking place with Dean and Sonia and their new LLC
HCG DOCTORS GROUP.

Dean and Sonia have opened up merchant accounts using this LLC. They have taken the
book "The Best Diet You Have Never Heard Of" and changed the cover and are now
calling it " HCG Diet 800 Calorie Protocol"

They are selling" The Best Diet You Have Never Heard Of", "The Best Diet You Never
Heard Of Cook Book" and" HCG Diet 800 Calorie Protocol" all under the new LLC.

They have published these books on line through ebookit.com

They have started groups on facebook and have moderators who are selling the books as
their affiliates.

Sonia has created HCG Support Groups and is coaching members who buy the book who
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are on both rx and homeopathic hcg. She implys to these groups that she is still working
under Larry Vickman and Connie Odom. She claims that there has been thousands of
patients who have been through trials with her and the Doctors to support her material.
She encourages the people to buy the books so she can coach them correctly.

I had a private chat with several people who stated that Sonia is a lawsuit waiting to
happen. Sonia hands out medical advice to people that she is not qualified to hand out.
Sonia uses the book to make her like she is a expert in the medical field and has access to
the Doctors to support her claims.

I had many concerns that if Sonia and Dean were to get sued over the medical advice that
Sonia dishes out based on the books I decided that I do not want any affiliation with them
or their new LLC.

They have no legal rights whatsoever to use the books created by Inches and Pounds or
use of my pictures or testimony in their new LLC.

I think that it would be in all parties interest at this point to consider obtaining an
attorney.

Please let me know your thoughts on this.

Warm regards,

Dee Fish

(727) 940-2246 Direct Line

(727) 534-5514 Cell

htto:llus.mg3 .mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch? .rand=2 j 1sl264bcqhm 1/4/2012
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Subject: Fw: Your Requests

From: Dee Fish (dee.fish@yahoo.com)

To: steve.ritt@gmail.com;

Date: Thursday, December 1, 2011 12:49 PM

Dee Fish
RelMax Realtee
(727) 940-2246 Direct Line
(727) 534-5514 Cell

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Dee Fish <dee.fish@yahoo.com>
To: Sonia Russell <sonia@inchesandpounds.com>
Sent: Thursday, December 1,2011 12:45 PM
Subject: Re: Your Requests

Sonia and Dean,

The video testimony on You Tube has not been removed like you claim. The web link is the first link on
the document attached.

The cook book will need to be removed from all merchant accounts and marketing materials. You will
have no rights to distribute the cook book through HCG Doctors Group or Inches and Pounds (due to
breach of contract).

The document attached is a sample list of websites where you have been selling the cook book.

You will have 10 days to remove before and after pics and testimony from Inches and Pounds, HCG
Doctors Group, HCG Diet 800 Calorie Protocol ebook and The Best Diet You Have Never Heard Of.

If this is not completed within 10 days my attorney will file a Cease and Desist Order not only to you and
Dean but also to ebookit for any ISBN or published material.

Once this is completed I will in return cease distribution of materials and documents.

Thanks,

Dee Fish

From: Sonia Russell <sonia@inchesandpounds.com>
To: dee.fish@yahoo.com
Cc: dean@hcgdoctorsgroup.com
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2011 5:26 PM
Subject: Your Requests
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Dee,

We will provide the following requests:

Page 2 of2

• Your video testimony from You Tube and your before and after pics on all Facebook groups
were removed last week.
• We also removed the Cookbook from our website hcgdoctorsgroup.com. Have you informed
Connie and Larry to remove the sale and/or distribution of the Cookbook from the their clinics or
would you like us to remove your name?
• Your before and after pics and testimony will be removed from inchesandpounds.com and
hcgdoctorsgroup.com. Please note that our web designer is out of town, so this may take a few
weeks. You will be notified via email when this is finalized.
• We are removing your pics and testimony from the HCG Diet 800 Calorie Protocol eBook
and have notified the publisher Ebookit of our intention. Once submitted to the publisher, this
process may take several weeks to populate to all eBook Apps and eReaders retailer stores
online. We can ask the publisher to notify you once it has been finalized.

We ask in return you cease all distribution of any materials, eBooks, and company documents or
related information pertaining to Inches and Pounds, LLC and HCG Doctors Group, LLC. We ask
that you cease distribution and remove the upload to Media Fire that contains confidential
proprietary information from Inches and Pounds, LLC and it's members.

Let me know if you have a questions.

Sonia Russell, LPN
Inches and Pounds, LLC
Vice President
Direct 813.408.3684
www.inchesandpounds.com

Confidentiality Statement: This electronic message contains information from Inches and Pounds, LLC
and may be confidential, privileged or protected by the HIPPA privacy laws. The information is intended
to be for the use of the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware
that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents of this message is prohibited. If you have
received this electronic message in error, please notify the sender immediately by reply e-mail.
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Subject: Attorney

From: Dee Fish (dee.fish@yahoo.com)

To: sonia@inchesandpounds.com;

Date: Friday, December 2, 2011 3:02 PM

Sonia,

You can pass on to Dean do to his inquiries that yes I really contacted the attorney. I have
legal rights to sue based on the infringement violation of my publicity rights and breach
of contract on the cook book. Vickman and Odom have rights to sue as well, due to
infringement violation of their publicity rights. On top of the fact that all of us can come
after the two of you for breaching the operating agreement of Inches and Pounds. You
can also pass on to Dean that he can call me himself if he would like to or I could meet
up with him when Eleanor is at work.
Thanks,
Dee

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android from Dee Fish 727-534-5514
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Subject: Dean Yannello commented on your link.

From: Facebook (update+zrdopf1 glihz@facebookmail.com)

To: hcgdietmeltsfat@yahoo.com;

Date: Monday. November 28, 2011 6:58 AM

facebook

Hi Dee,

Dean Yannello commented on your link.

Dean wrote: "Watch out its a virus!!!"

See the comment thread

Reply to this email to comment on this link.

Thanks,
The Facebook Team

I See Comment I

This message was sent to hcgdietmeltsfat@yahoo.com. If you don't want to receive these emails from Facebook
in the future, please click: unsubscribe.
Facebook, Inc. Attention: Department 415 P.O Box 10005 Palo Alto CA 94303
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Subject: Re: Copyright Counter Complaint: #254493564604657

From: The Facebook Team (ip+ejq3fOn.aeatckt2voxty@supportJacebook.com)

To: hcgdietme!tsfat@yahoo.com;

Date: Monday, December 12, 2011 12:58 PM

Hi Dee,

We appreciate you getting back to us regarding this matter. We are writing to get
additional details so that we can better understand your recent report. Based on the
information provided, we are unclear as to the basis of your claim.

In your report you state "Sonia Russell the author has illegally exploited my image and
testimony in this book." If this content appears on Facebook please provide us with
information directing us to the content being shared on Facebook, including a direct URL
to the specific content, such as an individual photo or post.

For reference, if you are trying to report a Wall post or story in your News Feed, you can
find its direct URL by clicking the time and date that appears in gray just under the
content (for example: "8 hours ago" or "August 11 at 10:30am.").

If you cannot provide URLs leading directly to the content you wish to report, please be
sure to include information reasonably sufficient to permit us to locate the content, such
as a description of the content and where it appears (e.g., on a particular profile, in a
photo album, etc.), dates/times of when the content was posted (usually indicated below
the content), names of responsible users, and/or quotes of the content you wish to report
as it appears on Facebook.

Please note that it is possible that the content you wish to report has already been
removed from the site. If that is the case, you do not need to respond to this email.

Once you have provided information sufficient for us to locate the content at issue, we
would be happy to look into this matter further.

Munroe
User Operations
Facebook

-----Original Message to Faeebook-----
From: hcgdietmeltsfat@yahoo.com
To: The Facebook Team
Subject: Copyright Notification Complaint: #122138134567799
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Name: Dee M Fish
Mailing Address: 10047 Shooting Star Ct
New Port Richey, FL 34655
Telephone: 727-534-5514
Email: hcgdietmeltsfat@yahoo.com
Identify the copyrighted work that you claim has been infringed.: "HCG Diet 800 Calorie
Protocol" Book
Identify the content on our site that you claim infringes your copyright.: There are several
wall pages, groups and adds promoting people to purchase this book.

They try sell the book in their open and closed 800 Calorie HCG Support groups.
Where does the infringing content appear on our site? Please provide URLs to help us
locate the content you are reporting.: http://www.facebook.com/#!/pagesIHCG-800-
Calorie-Protocol- VS-500-Calorie-Protoco1l26673 80000 16463

http://www.facebook.com/# !/pagesIHCG- Diet -800-Calorie- Protocol/1427340824677 61?
sk=wall

http://www.facebook.com/# !/pagesIHCG- Diet-800-Calorie- Protocol/I 09487572457614

http://www.facebook.com/search/results. php?
q=hcg&init=quick&tas=0.38920186872466605#!/profile.php?id=l 00002728051917

http://www.facebook.com/hcgmedical# !/BodyByCandice

http://www.facebook.com/Body ByCandice# !/BodyByCandice?sk=wall

http://www.facebook.com/Body ByCandice# !/hCGMelissa ?sk=notes

On the following peoples pages:
Dean Yannello
Sonia E Russell
Melissa Simeons
My HCG Supplies
Candice Ekebrg
Dixie Belle
Jerry HCG
How does the content infringe your rights?: I am requesting that you pull all the links
regarding the "HCG Diet 800 Calorie Protocol" book. Sonia Russell the author has
illegally exploited my image and testimony in this book. I have spoken with an attorney
and I am exploring the option to file a lawsuit for infringement of my right of publicity.
My attorney can issue you a Cease and Desist if needed. I have also contacted the
publisher eBookit as well.
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If you should have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Warm regards,
Dee Fish

By submitting this notice, you declare that you have a good faith belief that use of the
copyrighted content described above, in the manner you have complained of, is not
authorized by the copyright owner, its agent, or the law. You also declare that the
information in this notice is accurate. And finally, you declare under penalty of perjury
that you are the owner or authorized to act on behalf of the owner of an exclusive
copyright that is allegedly infringed.: I Agree
Electronic Signature: Dee M Fish

-----End Original Message to Facebook-----
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